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GET STARTED







Our Trailers and Skids
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	Trailers and Skids













Sometimes, awesomeness comes packed on trailers!

Weedtechnics trailers are end-to-end customised Satusteam™ weed control solutions that are put together with your specific weeding needs in mind. Right from small, compact trailers to horticultural weed control systems for vineyards and orchards, to high-manoeuvrability trailers for landscape managers looking after pavements, public and sensitive areas. We design and deliver them all. Download the brochure here.

Our skids provide a versatile option of using your vehicle for other purposes when not satusteaming weeds.

Scroll down to check out some of our bestsellers:
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Council Trailer




About




The Council Trailer is one of our hottest selling packages where you get a complete weed control system on a 8x5 trailer, fitted with a big, lockable toolbox that can house all the necessary equipment. There’s a Satusteam™ machine (SW900 or SW800) and a solar panel to keep your remote rewinding reel charged at all times, as well. It is very popular with our contractors in and around the country.








Features






	160W Solar panel
	12v Lithium battery
	Dual axle
	Heavy-duty trailer
	2x Jerry can holders
	Heavy duty suspension
	Lockable toolbox
	1000L water tank
	Manual brake
	Jockey wheel


















 Watch Video



















Self-tracking Trailer




About




Engineered with weed control for horticulture and plant nurseries in mind, the self-tracking trailer is well-regarded by horticulturists working in public parks and gardens, nurseries and playgrounds. They have a self tracking steering system that is designed to closely follow the turning radius of the towing vehicle. Surprisingly, these trailers are so responsive to movement that even one person can push a fully loaded trailer with ease, on an even surface.








Features






	3.5m turning diameter
	Easy manoeuvrability
	High load capacity - 1,245 G.V.M
	Ability to carry any one of our SW 800 or SW900 Satusteam™TM weed control machines
	Includes a 800L water tank, 30m insulated hose, cool-touch lance, hose reel and custom-made applicator heads storage.
	Optional extension hoses
	Remote rewind reel
	Suitable for wineries, public gardens, horticulture, nurseries and campuses.
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Green Ninja Trailer




About




The Green Ninja Trailer is one of our two, compact trailer units designed specifically for the Green Ninja Satusteam™ machines we offer. It is a popular choice for weed control around aged care homes, schools and playgrounds, and areas with tight spaces, nooks and crannies.








Features






	6x4.5 ft heavy duty flatbed trailer
	500L water tank
	Tool box
	Remote rewind reel
	Side ramp with winch
	Fully galvanised trailer
	Spare wheel with the bracket





































Easy Ramp Trailer




About




Another of our standard go-to option for compact trailers is the Easy Ramp Trailer. It has been named so partly because of the combination electric fold down ramp and winch that it features. The box trailer has raised perimeters, often a favourite space of our customers to advertise their brands and purpose. Just like the Green Ninja Trailer, this Weedtechnics trailer is quite versatile and can be used for weed control in areas that require precised approach.








Features






	6x4 ft heavy duty box trailer
	A 1100mm toolbox
	1.6m fold down ramp
	Electric winch
	Fold down rear wall/ramp
	Tie down points


















 Watch Video
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The Sumo Trailer




About




The Sumo Trailer represents a significant milestone for the efficient treatment of medium or larger sized agricultural and horticultural properties. It runs off the ‘Power Take Off (PTO)’ shaft of the tractor. The PTO drive pump removes the need for an engine and reduces complexity, machine cost as well as running and servicing costs. Organic farmers and horticulturists absolutely love it!








Features






	PTO powered pump
	Simple change from 50mm hitch to agricultural standard ring hitch
	Available as a road registered agricultural trailer
	Rated for 3500kg road legal capacity and 6000kg off road capacity
	4000L water tank with 15 years warranty
	Fully galvanised purpose-built trailer






































Custom-built Trailer




About




We have the expertise to design and build a complete customised weed control solution for you that includes designing trailers that can house your existing or additional landscaping equipment, like whipper-snippers, mower, lawn tractor, ride-on lawn mower, garden tractor etc. 








Features






	14X6.4 Tandem Open Plant Trailer
	All wheel 10” electric brakes
	1000L water tank
	1x Satusteam™TM machine
	4x Jerry cans
	1x Solar panel
	1x Remote Rewind Reel
	Up to a 700kg mower (approx. W 1.8m/L 2.3m)
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 A Few Words From Our Customers 
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 Andy Morgan 

Weedsteamers, VIC


We tried various organic methods including Pelargonic acid, pine oils, and mechanical weeding but the machines from Weedtechnics were far more practical and efficient. Over the last 12 months, we have been receiving lots of interest and positive feedback from the public and are constantly receiving emails and calls regarding chemical-free weed management. When using any new tool for chemical-free weed management, it takes some time to familiarize yourself with the mechanical and operational aspects including various attachments, Weedtechnics have made this possible with their ongoing support. SW Machines have helped us meet our company objective by achieving great results in chemical-free weed control, more than any other chemical-free method in the marketplace today.
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 Greg Holten 

Waverley Council, Divisional Manager Open Spaces Recreation, Customer & Community Services


Over the past few years Council has been using Weedtechnics in these high-use areas to minimise weeds and maximize environmental protection, with great results. Not only are the weeds being eradicated but there is no chemical run-off into the waterways and no down time to running the program as there are no issues with weather (e.g. wind, rain).
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 Oscar Duckworth 

Duckworth Family Farms


Once you use this machine it seems like there is no other realistic option that makes any time or financial sense. I don’t know that there are that many offerings out there right now, but having used this for some 200 hours, I’m very impressed with the system. It does work, it works for our farm, it keeps us older farmers in business.
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 Mike Shortal 

Holmesglen TAFE in Greater Melbourne


‘This machine has the capability to greatly improve the overall standard of our grounds.’
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 David Lawson 

Facilities Manager, University of Colorado Builder, USA


I purchased a Green Ninja ‘Stealth’ during the summer. This machine takes steam weed control to the next level.

It combines high performance with quiet electric operation in a package that is much easier to use, and I could not be happier – Good on you, Mate!
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 Andrew Tullock 

Landscape Contractor Magazine, AU


Overall, I think this weed killing technology from Weedtechnics is an excellent product– it is environmentally friendly compared to traditional chemical weed control applications, results are faster and it is much safer for the operator.
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 Michael Matthews 

Byron Shire Council


The purchase of new steam weeding machine from Weedtechnics was great news for local residents who are concerned about the use of chemicals. We are using the steam weeder in children’s playgrounds, retail areas of our towns and villages and other popular spaces such as picnic areas. The SW machine is highly effective at killing weeds.
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 Jono and Tali 

Bushtekniq Pty Ltd


The team at Weedtechnics have been excellent from Day One: from initial product enquiry to ongoing solid customer service.  Once we purchased this major asset for our chemical-free bush regeneration company, we received training, resources, and support to broaden our skills as owners and operators of the SW900.  Having a Satusteam Weeder has opened doors for our business and created endless opportunity to network across industry, community and indeed with anybody interested in responsible and ethical practice in Caring for Country.
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 Dion Johnson 

City of Fremantle, WA


The City of Fremantle has used non chemical weed control for a number of years now and Weedtechnics has been the successful tenderer for the past 3 years. The City has had experience with a number of machines with limited success until the Weedtechnics range was brought to Western Australia. The great advantage for the city is the positive feedback we receive from the community because we are not applying chemicals to our streetscapes which border the ocean and the river and also our complaint levels have dropped to a point where we have not received a complaint for over a year now.























Your choice matters.

It’s time to ditch those chemicals! Control weeds with
 water that is safe enough to drink. 








Accessories Listing

Orm Details




First Name*(Required) 

Last Name*(Required) 

Email Address*(Required)



Phone*(Required)

Post / Zip Code * 

Country(Required) 

How did you find us?*(Required)Social Media
Website
Web Search
Email
Referral
Expo
Other



What describes you best?*(Required)Horticulturist
Contractor
Municipality / Council
Equine property / with animals
Small to medium farm
Vineyard
Other



Your Answer*(Required) 

What is your weed problem?*(Required)

Hidden
Dealer Company Name 

Hidden
Dealer Location 

CAPTCHA
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Subscribe to our Newsletter








Newsletter Footer Form

Newsletter Footer Form




Email*(Required)
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We help create a greener future.




Join Us
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Assistance email:

[email protected]
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ABN 92 085 063 565

 





Stay in Touch

Contact Us






Our Patents

Patent USA - US 8740109

Patent Australia - AU 2004320467

Patent Canada - CA 2611618A1















Copyright 2021 - 2019 Weedtechnics | All Rights Reserved 
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First Name*(Required) 

Last Name*(Required) 


Email Address*(Required) 


Phone Number*(Required)

Zip Code(Required) 

Country 


How did you find us?(Required)Social Media
Website
Web Search
Email
Referral
Expo
Other



What describes you best?(Required)Horticulturist
Contractor
Municipality / Council
Equine property / with animals
Small to medium farm
Vineyard
Other



Your Answer*(Required) 


What is your weed problem?*(Required) 


CAPTCHA
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